
 

Researchers develop a sensor to make
hydrogen visible
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Building blocks, fabrication, and morphological characterization of H2 indicator
SPs: digital photographs and TEM micrographs of a) Au–Pd NP and b) SiO2 NP
dispersion; c) digital photograph of an aqueous resazurin dye solution; d)
schematic representation of the SP fabrication via droplet evaporation (using
spray-drying as tool) into a free-flowing purple powder; SEM micrographs of e)
a SP and f) its surface. Credit: Advanced Functional Materials (2022). DOI:
10.1002/adfm.202112379
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Researchers at the Department of Chemistry and Pharmacy and the
Chair of Thermal Process Technology at Friedrich–Alexander
University (FAU) have succeeded in making invisible hydrogen gas
visible to the naked eye in order to prevent the risk of fires and
explosions. The key to their research is supraparticles, tiny particles that
change color as soon as they come near hydrogen. The results have been
published in the journal Advanced Functional Materials.

In the future, it is hoped that "green" hydrogen produced using
renewable energy will become a key component of a sustainable and
climate-friendly energy economy. Although we can neither see nor smell
hydrogen gas, it is highly flammable and extremely explosive when it
comes into contact with air. Historical events such as the explosion of
the Hindenburg Zeppelin and recently, the explosion of a hydrogen
refueling station in Norway, show just how important safety precautions
are if we are to establish a sustainable and safe hydrogen economy.

In order to increase safety when handling hydrogen, researchers at FAU
have explored the fundamental function mechanisms required for an
innovative hydrogen sensor, based on a concept developed at the
Fraunhofer Institute for Silicate Research ISC in Würzburg. The
following researchers were involved in the project: Prof. Dr. Karl
Mandel, Professorship of Inorganic Chemistry; Prof. Dr. Jörg Libuda
and Dr. Tanja Bauer, Chair of Interface Research and Catalysis; Prof.
Dr. Dirk Zahn, Professorship of Theoretical Chemistry; Prof. Dr.
Matthias Thommes, Chair of Thermal Process Technology; and Prof.
Dr. Andreas Görling, Chair of Theoretical Chemistry.

Hydrogen sensors can successfully recognize even low concentrations of
the gas, for example, if there is a leak in the pipeline. The innovative
hydrogen sensor designed by the FAU researchers consists of tiny
particles, known as supraparticles, and can make hydrogen gas visible to
the naked eye without electricity or complex equipment. The
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supraparticles are between one and ten micrometers in size; one
micrometer is equivalent to one thousandth of a millimeter, and
incorporate the violet-colored indicator dye resazurin. When they come
into contact with hydrogen, the molecules in the dye react and visibly
change color in two different stages. If the sensor turns pink, hydrogen
has leaked once. If hydrogen is still leaking, and the sensor is in contact
with large quantities of hydrogen, it turns colorless. The immediate
reaction makes leaks visible and allows them to be found in real time. A
further advantage of the innovative hydrogen sensor is its small size,
which makes it suitable for use in a number of different scenarios, such
as for coating pipelines.

"The insight we have gained into the workings of the new particle system
will allow us to continue to optimize the supraparticles until we can
realize their full potential, implement them in real-life applications and
make a contribution to a safer hydrogen economy," explain the lead
authors of the publication Simon Schötz, research associate at ECRC
and Jakob Reichstein, research associate at Mandel group.

  More information: Jakob Reichstein et al, Supraparticles for
Bare‐Eye H 2 Indication and Monitoring: Design, Working Principle,
and Molecular Mobility, Advanced Functional Materials (2022). DOI:
10.1002/adfm.202112379
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